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• Atmospheric amines contribute to mixing
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• MA and DMA contribute more to mixing
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• Protonated mineral surface is key intermediate during mixing particle formation.
• Water content is requirement for mixing
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A B S T R A C T

During dust storm, mineral particle is frequently observed to be mixed with anthropogenic pollutants (APs) and forms
mixing particle which arises more complex inﬂuences on regional climate than unmixed mineral particle. Even though
mixing particle formation mechanism received signiﬁcant attention recently, most studies focused on the heterogeneous reaction of inorganic APs on single composition of mineral. Here, the heterogeneous reaction mechanism of
amine (a proxy of organic APs) with sulfuric acid (SA) on kaolinite (Kao, a proxy of mineral dust), and its contribution
to mixing particle formation are investigated under variable atmospheric conditions. Two heterogeneous reactions of
Kao-SA-amine and Kao-H2O-SA-amine in absence/presence of water were comparably investigated using combined
theoretical and experimental methods, respectively. The contribution from such two heterogeneous reactions to
mixing particle formation was evaluated, respectively, exploring the effect of methyl groups (1–3 -CH3), relative humidity (RH) (11–100%) and temperature (220–298.15 K). Water was observed to play a signiﬁcant role in promoting
heterogeneous reaction of amines with SA on Kao surface, reducing formation energy of mixing particle containing
ammonium salt converted by SA. Moreover, the promotion effect from water is enhanced with the increasing RH
and the decreasing temperature. For methylamine and dimethylamine containing 1–2 -CH3, the heterogeneous reaction of Kao-H2O-SA-amine contributes more to mixing particle formation. However, for trimethylamine containing
3 -CH3, the heterogeneous reaction of Kao-SA-amine is the dominant source to mixing particle formation. For mixing
particle generated from the above two heterogeneous reactions, ammoniums salts are supposed to be predominant
components which is of strong hygroscopicity and further leads to signiﬁcant inﬂuence on climate by altering radiative
forcing of mixed particle and participating in the cloud condensation nuclei and ice nuclei.
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1. Introduction

water on the mixing particle formation, two systems of Kao-SA-amine and
Kao-H2O-SA-amine in absence/presence of water are comparably investigated, respectively. Amine type, as well as wide RH and temperature
ranges, is considered to investigate their inﬂuences on the mixing particle
formation mechanisms. The uptakes of amines as well as H2O and SA,
were ﬁrstly simulated by classical molecular dynamics (MD), and the formation mechanisms were subsequently calculated by density function theory (DFT). Zeta potential measurements was carried out to verify the
stability of key intermediate during mixing particle formations.

Mineral dusts contribute the most by mass to atmospheric aerosol (Kok
et al., 2017). An estimated emission amount of 1000–3000 Tg yr−1 of mineral dusts are released to atmosphere (Yu and Jang, 2018), leading to significant inﬂuence on climate by radiative forcing and participating in the cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN) and ice nuclei (IN) (DeMott et al., 2010; Zhang
et al., 2020). Massive mineral dusts are transported over several kilometers.
For instance, dust could be transported from the inner Asian continent to the
Paciﬁc and even to the North America by passing over China (Zhou et al.,
2018). During their life time of long transport, mineral dusts are found to
form mixing particles with many anthropogenic pollutants (APs) (Burgos
et al., 2016), such as organics, as well as inorganics including nitrogen
and sulfur, variable salt-containing aerosols and ozone (Du et al., 2019;
Gong et al., 2021; Tan et al., 2017), through heterogeneous uptakes and
chemical reactions in urban regions. During these processes, mineral dust
is found to signiﬁcantly affect heterogeneous reaction mechanisms of APs
and lead to further components changes of particle (Ponczek and George,
2018; Wang et al., 2018). Previous experimental studies also revealed that
mixing particles exhibit signiﬁcantly enhanced absorbing ability than the
corresponding unmixed dust and anthropogenic aerosols (Tian et al., 2018).
Recently, the mixing particle formation mechanisms (Ryder et al., 2014;
Tian et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018) have received many attractions. In
these investigations, single composition of mineral dusts, such as Al2O3
(Yang et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2019), SiO2 (Ji et al., 2015) TiO2(Chen
et al., 2021) and iron oxide (Kadar et al., 2014; Moteki et al., 2017) are popularly explored, and all the investigations declare the compositions and
structures of these mineral dust surfaces signiﬁcantly affect the gaseous
AP uptake by mineral dust and subsequent heterogeneous reactions of
APs, determining the ﬁnal chemical composition and the ability of mixing
particle to affect atmospheric environment. Clay mineral, a complexcomponent mineral, is rarely attempted although it contributes most to
mineral dust. Especially, clay mineral is composed of layered silicates and
aluminates, leading to its strong hydrophilicity, and water uptake easily
proceeds on its surface (Tenney and Cygan, 2014). Previous experimental
results noted that monolayer water can be developed on clay mineral surface even at very dry condition (11% relative humidity, 11% RH)
(Gustafsson et al., 2005). Other experiment further proved that the evaporation of water leaves OH groups on clay mineral dust (Ponczek and
George, 2018), and the hydroxylated surface subsequently affects the heterogeneous uptake and reaction processes of APs (Cuadros et al., 2015;
Herich et al., 2009). Therefore, the detailed inﬂuences of wide RH range
observed in the troposphere on the mixing particle formation from clay
mineral should be investigated. Besides, RH temperature is another important factor that affects particle formation mechanism.
Amine is a typical alkaline volatile organic compound which is common
in secondary organic aerosol (Tong et al., 2020). Recently, amine has
attracted lots of attentions because of its stronger ability in accelerating
new particle formation (Shen et al., 2020; Xie et al., 2017). For example,
ppt. Level of dimethylamine (DMA) in atmospheric environment was
found to enhance the formation rates of particle through ammonium salt
conversion obtained from the reaction of sulfuric acid (SA) more than
1000-fold compared with ammonia (Almeida et al., 2013). Recent studies
further observed SA-DMA cluster formations in megacities of China (Yao
et al., 2018). The other two classical types of light-weight-mass amines,
namely methylamine (MA) and trimethylamine (TMA), also deserve attractions due to their abundance compared to the other amines in the atmosphere (Ge et al., 2011) and their contributions to new particle formation
(NPF) through forming SA-amine clusters (VandenBoer et al., 2011).
However, up to now, little work is attempted to explore the contributions of these amines to the mixing particle formation although it has
been observed in Pearl River Delta, China (Cheng et al., 2018). Hence, in
this work, typical light mass weighted amines, namely MA, DMA and
TMA, are selected as the proxy of VOCs (Julin et al., 2018; Zhang et al.,
2019) to study the mixing particle formation from kaolinite (Kao), the
most commonly employed clay mineral. To further assess the effect of

2. Methods
2.1. Theoretical simulations
Considering lower concentration of atmospheric amines than water and
SA vapors, the heterogeneous uptakes of single SA and H2O molecules are
ﬁrst simulated on the (001) surface containing AlO sheet of Kao using classical
MD method. All the classical MD simulations are performed using the package
of Nanoscale Molecular Dynamics (Phillips et al., 2005). The free energy proﬁle is then calculated combing umbrella methods and weighted histogram
analysis method (Kumar et al., 1995) based on all trajectories obtained from
classical MD simulations. The uptake sites of single SA and H2O molecule on
Kao surface (Fig. S1) are separately determined by the most stable conﬁgurations with the lowest free energy along their uptake paths, respectively.
Each type of amine is subsequently introduced to the most stable structures of Kao-SA and Kao-H2O, respectively. The interactions between amine
and Kao surface are analyzed by radial distribution function (RDF) which
describes a kind of atom A distribution centered on another kind of atom
B. The horizonal and vertical coordinates represent distance between two
atoms and the occurrence probability of atom A, and narrow and high
peaks indicate strong interactions between atoms A and B. To further conﬁrm the mixing particle formation mechanisms of the two systems of KaoSA-amine and Kao-H2O-SA-amine, the formation energies (ΔE) of all intermediates and products along each plausible formation path are calculated
using DFT calculations performed by package of Vienna ab initio simulation
package (VASP) (Kresse and Furthmüller, 1996). For the convenience of
comparisons, all values of ΔE for the two systems are determined based
on Kao surface (0 kcal/mol). More simulation details of MD and DFT, as
well as the kinetic calculations are all provided in Supplementary data.
Finally, to quantitively compare the contributions of the above two
mechanisms to the mixing particles under the tropospheric conditions,
the ﬁnal product ratio (γ) is deﬁned as [amineH+·HSO−
4 ·H2O·Kao]/
[amineH+·HSO−
4 ·Kao], and calculated at variable RH and temperatures.
The detailed derivation is also provided in Supporting information (SI).
2.2. Zeta potential measurements
To clarify the stability changes of Kao after water and SA uptakes, zeta
potentials of Kao with water and SA-water vapors are measured. Four samples, namely i) pure Kao particle (Kao), ii) Kao with pure water vapor (KaoH2O), iii) Kao with 10 vol% (volume fraction) of SA vapor (Kao-10% SA)
and iv) Kao with 50 vol% of SA solution vapor, are prepared using a bubbling method (gas ﬂow rate: 30 mL/min; adsorption time: 2 h). 0.1 wt%
(0.001 g/mL) of the four samples is separately suspended in ethyl alcohol
and sonicated in an ultrasonic bath for 10 min to achieve consistent dispersion of particles. Zeta potential distribution (Figs. S2 − S5) is measured
using a Nano-Zetasizer (Malvern Instruments, Zetasizer Nano S90, UK).
Measurement of each sample is repeated three times, and the ﬁnal zeta potential values are determined by related average values with error bars.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Heterogeneous uptakes of SA and water by the Kao surface
Free energy proﬁle is commonly used to describe the thermodynamic feasibility of uptake and predicate the uptake sites of trace gas
2
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2013; Yin et al., 2021). To our best knowledge, the calculated ΔE of
SA·MA, SA·DMA and SA·TMA clusters are reported to be approximately
−10 − −20 (Lv et al., 2015), −11 − −17 (Nadykto et al., 2014;
Olenius et al., 2013) and − 16 kcal/mol (Olenius et al., 2017), respectively,
at relevant atmospheric conditions. Signiﬁcant differences in the reported
ΔE of these SA-amine clusters are accounted for different calculated levels
of theory. Nevertheless, the ΔE of Kao·SA cluster (−29.85 kcal/mol) is
much lower than that of any SA·amine cluster, implying Kao·SA cluster is
more stable than SA·amine clusters and Kao could compete with amines
to react with SA. It is reasonably speculated that mixing particle formation
would contribute to NPF during dust storm carrying massive clay minerals.
This could partially explain why massive mixing particles containing sulfate
salts are observed after dust storm (Song et al., 2012). Moreover, HSO−
4 ·KaoH+ derived from Kao·SA cluster has one hydrogen bonding site that is
sterically available for further addition of amine or other species
(Fig. S6A). Therefore, without water, Kao·SA cluster should be treated as
the key intermediate to furthermore react with amines to form mixing
particle.
Different from the formation mechanism of Kao·SA cluster, Kao·H2O
cluster is formed through hydrogen bonds of H2O molecule with Kao surface and produces H2O·Kao complex (Fig. S6B), which gives straightforward evidence to the speculation of a previous experiment (Ponczek and
George, 2018). The corresponding ΔE of Kao·H2O cluster (−11.97 kcal/
mol) is higher than that of Kao·SA cluster (−29.85 kcal/mol), indicating
lower stability of Kao·H2O than Kao·SA cluster. Therefore, acid precursor,
such as SA, is necessary to be induced into Kao·H2O cluster to form more
stable intermediate to compete with Kao·SA cluster.
As expected, Kao·H2O·SA cluster (Fig. S6C) exhibits higher stability than
Kao·H2O cluster due to the addition of SA, which is proved by lower ΔE of
Kao·H2O·SA cluster (−42.30 kcal/mol) than that of Kao·H2O cluster
+
(−11.97 kcal/mol). HSO−
4 H2O·KaoH is spontaneously produced through
a reaction of double-proton transfer, namely proton c of SA is transferred to
H2O and simultaneously proton d of H2O is transferred to Kao surface
(Fig. S6C). Meanwhile, the zeta potential values of Kao-10% SA and 50%
SA are both found to be higher than those of Kao·H2O cluster and Kao particle (Fig. 2), proving that Kao·H2O·SA cluster is indeed more stable than
original Kao·H2O cluster. More importantly, the water addition brings two
more hydrogen bonding sties for the Kao·H2O·SA cluster than Kao·SA cluster, and decreases ΔE of Kao·H2O·SA cluster than that of Kao·SA cluster
(Fig. S6A and S6C). Such beneﬁts from water allows more amine additions
from gas phase, eventually forming mixing particle. This character of water
has also been shown in cluster formation in gas (Dawson et al., 2012). In
conclusion, in the presence of water, Kao·H2O·SA cluster should be
regarded as another intermediate that could be competitive with Kao·SA
intermediate in reacting with amines to form mixing particle. This furthermore reveals SA acts as the key precursor in the initial stage of mixing particle formation, which is similar to that in nucleation of vapors (Sipila et al.,
2010; Zhang et al., 2004).

(Li et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2019). Fig. 1A depicts the free energy proﬁles of single SA and H2O molecules during the heterogeneous uptake
processes to Kao surface, respectively, obtained from MD simulations.
Z = 0 indicates the position of the exposed Kao surface. For water uptake by Kao surface, the free energy value dramatically decreases
from Z = 9.4 Å, indicating thermodynamic feasibility. Meanwhile,
the minimum free energy of water exists at Z = 1.9 Å, implying the uptake site of water locates at very close to Kao surface. As for the SA uptake by Kao surface, the initial decreasing tendency of free energy also
explains the SA uptake to Kao surface is feasible in thermodynamic,
which is similar to water uptake. However, the uptake site of SA locates
at a farther position (Z = 3.2 Å) than that of H2O (Z = 1.9 Å) due to
larger molecule size of SA than H2 O. Hence, in terms of competition
of SA with H2 O from the perspective of steric hindrance, the size of
H2O molecule is smaller, giving it advantage to react ﬁrst with Kao surface. Therefore, mixing particle formation starting from water uptake
as the ﬁrst step is plausible.
Besides the uptake site position, the accumulated concentration of SA and
water on Kao surface also determines the ﬁrst step of mixing particle formation. According to our previous work (Zhang et al., 2021), the concentration
proﬁles of trace gases can be calculated by the equation of c(Z) = e-ΔE/RTcgas,
where ΔE represents the free energy difference between arbitrary Z to Kao
surface (Z = 0), cgas represents atmospheric concentration of trace gases
(SA and water in this work), and R and T represent ideal gas constant and
temperature, respectively. The average concentration of SA vapor in the atmosphere is typically in the range of 105–107 molecules cm−3 (Erupe et al.,
2010). Thus, the calculated concentration of SA on Kao surface is 4.011 ×
1012–14 molecules cm−3. Meanwhile, based on experimental results
(Gustafsson et al., 2005), our model of Kao-H2O corresponding to monolayer
water ﬂat on Kao surface is proposed at 11% RH. Accordingly, the concentration of water vapor in the atmosphere is estimated to be 1016 molecules
cm−3. Thus, the accumulated concentration of water on Kao surface, namely
the highest concentration value in Fig. 1B, is 1.09 × 1020 molecules cm−3,
which is 5–7 orders higher than that of SA to the Kao surface. The accumulated concentration of water on Kao surface increases in portion to RH values.
The much higher concentration of accumulated water on Kao surface than
that of SA furthermore profoundly increases the probability of mixing particle
formation starting from water uptake even at very dry condition (11% RH).
3.2. Key intermediates formed in the presence/absence of water
Following uptakes of SA and water, the clusters of Kao·SA and Kao·H2O
are subsequently formed (Fig. S6). Next, the formation mechanisms of the
two cluster are comparably investigated. For Kao·SA cluster, it is observed
to be formed through a spontaneous protonation of Kao surface by SA,
+
existing as HSO−
with negative ΔE of −29.85 kcal/mol
4 ·KaoH
(Fig. S6A). Three alkaline amines studied in this work are also easily protonated by SA, which acts as a critical process in NPF (Almeida et al.,

Fig. 1. (A) Free energy (E) proﬁles of single SA (red line) and H2O (green line) molecules approaching Kao surface from gas phase, respectively. (B) Concentration proﬁles of
SA (red line) and H2O (green line) vapors along their heterogeneous uptake paths. Z = 0 represents the position of Kao surface.
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in Fig. 3. Potential active sites of SA or amines reacting with Kao surface
are predicted by narrow and high peaks of RDF.
Before amine uptake, the potential active sites of Kao·SA cluster are illustrated in Fig. 3A. Within SA molecule, potential active site on hydrogen
atoms is denoted by H(SA), and the other two potential active sites on oxygen atoms, bonding with sulfate atom through SO and SO bonds, are represented by O2(SA) and OR(SA), respectively. As for Kao surface, active sites
on oxygen and hydrogen atoms of OH group are separately represented by
symbols of oh and ho. Fig. 3A displays that H(SA) is more active than O2
(SA) while SA combines with Kao surface before the uptake of amines,
marked by stronger signals of H(SA)-oh RDF than O2(SA)-ho RDF, indicating new bond formation between H(SA) and oh on Kao surface. This is con+
sistent with the yield of HSO−
4 ·KaoH intermediate (Fig. S6A).
Following SA uptake, three amines are separately added onto Kao·SA
cluster. First in the system of Kao·SA·MA, the active site distribution of SA
reacting with Kao surface is displayed by RDFs as shown in Fig. 3B. The results explain active sites are of SA focused on H(SA) and O(SA) marked by
strong signals of RDFs for H(SA)-oh and O2(SA)-ho, implying SA still keeps
binding with Kao surface through two HO hydrogen bonds after MA
addition. The active site distribution of MA reacting with Kao surface is
also analyzed by RDF in Fig. S7A, where NR denotes active site on N of
amine, and HNR and HCMM represent active sites on H atoms binding
with N and C of amine, respectively. Unexpectedly, no obvious signal is observed on any RDF of MA, indicating MA exhibits weaker proton afﬁnity to
SA than Kao surface without water. The optimized structure of Kao·SA·MA
cluster by DFT (right corner in Fig. 3B) further conﬁrms that MA is
unprotonated and Kao surface keeps protonated as KaoH+ after MA addi+
tion, yielding a more stable product of MA·HSO−
than HSO−
4 ·KaoH
4 ·
+
KaoH . The observation of unprotonated MA implies that MA shows
weaker alkalinity than Kao surface, and the ammonium salt conversion of

Fig. 2. Zeta potentials of variable Sample. Kao, Kao-H2O, Kao-10% SA and Kao-50%
SA are referred to blue, red, green and yellow squares. The corresponding zeta
potential values are displayed below each sample name.

Considering two different intermediates formed in the presence/
absence of water, the formation mechanisms of Kao-SA-amine and KaoH2O-SA-amine systems are comparably analyzed below.
3.3. The mixing particle formation mechanisms of Kao-SA-amine system
Concentration is ﬁrst focused on Kao-SA-amine system. To illrustrate
the changes in active site distribution arised from amine uptake by
Kao·SA cluster, the active sites of SA reacting with the Kao surface before
and after uptakes of three amines are compared using RDFs as displayed

Fig. 3. RDFs of SA reacting with Kao surface within corresponding clusters of (A) Kao-SA, (B) Kao-SA-MA, (C) Kao-SA-DMA and (D) Kao-SA-TMA, respectively. ΔE (unit: kcal/
mol) represents corresponding formation energy of the clusters, baed on Kao surface, obtained by DFT calculations. The deﬁnitions of symbols in the corner ﬁgures: Dashed
line represents hydrogen bonds, and blue plane represent Kao surface. Colour code: red, oxygen atom; pink, hydrogen atom; yellow, sulfur atom; blue, nitrogen atom; brown,
carbon atom, green with cross, transferred proton.
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Note that ΔE of the TMAH+·HSO−
4 ·H2O·Kao (−56.23 kcal/mol) at H2+
site is much higher than those for MAH+·HSO−
4 ·H2O·Kao and DMAH ·
−
HSO4 ·H2O·Kao (−62.86 and − 65.03 kcal/mol), implying the product
for TMA is less stable than MA and DMA formed at H2-site. Previous experiment of Liu et al. found that the steric effect of amines governs the reactivity of amies to form salts (Liu et al., 2012). Accordingly, the less stability of
the structures for TMA is partially attributed to the larger steric hindrance of
TMA because of its more methyl groups than MA and DMA. Additionally, as
illustrated in Fig. S9A and S9B, both MAH+ and DMAH+ strongly interact
with Kao surface though atom pair of HNR-oh, which is conﬁrmed by obvious peaks (blue lines). However, in the product for TMA, no obvious peaks
are observed on any RDF curve, indicating that TMAH+ barely interacts
with Kao surface (Fig. S9C). Therefore, the less stability for the structure
containing TMA is also resulted from the weaker interactions of TMAH+
than those of MAH+ and DMAH+ with Kao surface. As a result, the presence of water increases the stability of the mixing particle containing MA
and DMA salts. This further suggests MA and DMA salts would contribute
more to mixing particle compared to TMA salt in the presence of water.

MA by SA is hereby unfavorable on Kao surface without water. This is
completely different from the cluster formation of MA·SA in gas phase or
liquid aerosol, where MA is easily converted into less volatile ammonium
salts (Lv et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2021). Since
unprotonated MA keeps higher volatile than its relevant ammonium salt,
MA tends to escape from the Kao surface and contributes little to mixing
particle formation in the absence of water.
By contrast to MA, Fig. 3C and D separately depicts the active site distributions of Kao·SA cluster after the additions of DMA and TMA. Similar to
that in the system of Kao·SA·MA, SA keeps binding with Kao surface after
addition of DMA or TMA, which is indicated by two obvious peaks of
RDFs of H(SA)-oh and O2(SA)-ho. However, different from MA, DMA and
TMA show stronger proton afﬁnity to SA when reacting with Kao-SA
intermediate, which is proved by obvious peaks of corresponding NR-ho
RDFs (Fig. S7B and S7C). The optimized structures of Kao·SA·DMA and
Kao·SA·TMA further conﬁrm ﬁnal products of DMAH+·HSO−
4 ·Kao and
TMAH+·HSO−
4 ·Kao are spontaneously generated through a double-proton
transfer reaction: SA recaptures proton c from Kao surface, and the nitrogen
atoms of DMA or TMA simultaneously takes proton d from SA. The corre+
−
sponding ΔE of DMAH+·HSO−
4 ·Kao and TMAH ·HSO4 ·Kao complexes
are obtained as 20.86 and 19.61 kcal/mol lower than that of HSO−
4 ·Kao intermediate, implying the conversion of the two complexes exhibit thermodynamical feasibility. Interestingly, the addition of DMA or TMA to Kao·SA
induces conversion of KaoH+ back to Kao, and both DMA and TMA are
hereby protonated as ammonium salts. The results suggest DMA and
TMA are more alkaline than Kao surface, leaving the traditional acidbase mechanism proposal in the mixing particle formation without
water. Therefore, completely different from MA, DMA and TMA can efﬁciently contribute to mixing particle mass through ammonium salt
conversion without water.

3.5. RH and temperature effects on the ﬁnal product generations
Based on the above results, Fig. 5A summarizes the corresponding
schemes of the mixing particle containing ammonium salts. The related ΔE
changes along the two pathways are comparably displayed in Fig. 5B and
C. To quantitively compare the contributions of the two mechanisms to
the mixing particles at variable RH values and temperatures, the ﬁnal prod+
−
uct ratio (γ) is deﬁned as [amineH+·HSO−
4 ·H2O·Kao]/[amineH ·HSO4 ·
Kao], which is referred to Ji et al.'s work (Ji et al., 2015). As described in
1.4 section of SI, γ can be determined as K3K4K5
K1K2 ½H2O, where Ki corresponds
to equilibrium constants as labelled in Fig. 5A, and [H2O] presents the observed concentration of water vapor at a given value of RH. Fig. 6 depicts
γ changes for the three amines' cases at variable RH values and temperatures
(T). Since MA salt formation is unfeasible without water, [MA·HSO−
4 ·
KaoH+] is instead of [MAH+·HSO−
4 ·Kao] to calculate γ for MA case.
For mixing particle formation from the three amines, the RH effect
on γ is ﬁrst explored at condition of RH = 10% − 100% and T =
298.15 K. For MA case, as displayed in Fig. 6A, γ for MA shows remarkably correlated linearly with RH, which increases from 1.14 × 102 to
1.14 × 103 with the rising RH from 10 to 100%. The results imply the
concentration of mixing particle composed of MAH+·HSO−
4 ·H 2 O·Kao
+
keeps 2–3 orders larger than that composed of MA·HSO−
4 ·KaoH . The
temperature effect on γ is next explored at condition of T =
220–298.15 K and RH = 11%. T range of 220–298.15 K is chosen according to T proﬁle along altitudes of 0–12 km within the troposphere
(Ji et al., 2015). Contrary to that with the rising RH, as shown in
Fig. 6B, γ for MA presents downward trend with the increasing T, and
is at least 73.7. This indicates the concentration of mixing particle composed of MAH+·HSO−
4 ·H2O·Kao is at least 73.7 times the concentration
+
of that involved MA·HSO−
4 ·KaoH . Similar to γ proﬁles for MA case, γ
for DMA increases with RH but decreases with T as displayed in
Fig. 6C and D. More importantly, γ for DMA is also much larger than
1.0, indicating the concentration of mixing particle composed of
DMAH+ ·HSO −
4 ·H 2 O·Kao is estimated to be larger than that towards
+
DMA·HSO−
4 ·KaoH . Therefore, for the mixing particle formation close
+
−
to MA or DMA source, MAH + ·HSO −
4 ·H 2 O·Kao or DMAH ·HSO 4 ·
H2O·Kao is supposed to be the major component in the mixing particle,
and the formation mechanism from water addition is dominant. At this
point, water profoundly affects mixing particle formation from MA and
DMA sources. The water content would beneﬁt subsequent mixing particle growth through providing more hydrogen bonding sites, which is
commonly conﬁrmed in atmospheric reactions by other thersitical
work (Dawson et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2021).
γ for TMA case also shows positive correlation with the RH and
negative correlation with T (Fig. 6C and D). However, γ for TMA case
is always below 1.0 at any condition of RH and T. For instance, at

3.4. The mixing particle formation mechanisms of Kao-H2O-SA-amine system
Next, the mixing particle formation mechanism of the Kao-H2O-SAamine system is explored. Besides hydrogen site (H-site) of HSO−
4 (H1),
the Kao·H2O·SA intermediate has two more H-sites (H2 and H3) due to
the presence of water (Fig. 4A). Accordingly, for each amine, three possible
formation pathways are considered when each amine is added at H1, H2
and H3-sites.
First, all the structures and related ΔE of all possible products formed in
Kao-H2O-SA-MA system are shown in Fig. 4B. ΔE of the three clusters for
MA bonded to H1, H2 and H3-sites, respectively, are found to be 17.38,
20.56 and 15.62 kcal/mol lower than that of the Kao·H2O·SA intermediate,
implying all reactions proceeding are thermodynamically feasible. The corresponding ﬁnal products for MA bonded to H1, H3-sites are both
+
+
2
MA·HSO−
4 H2O·KaoH , and the product formed at H2-site is MAH ·SO4
+
−
·H2O·KaoH . Hence, the protonation of MA is only plausible at H2-site belonging to H2O molecule, although H1 belongs to the same H2O molecule
as H2. To further elucidate why the different conversions of MA occurs at
H2 and H3-sites, the charge density difference (CDD) for the Kao·H2O·SA intermediate is additionally analyzed in Fig. S8. The CDD results illustrates
that H2 is attracted by O(SA), whereas H3 is just bonded with O of H2O.
Thus, O(SA) drives H2 to be off O of H2O, leading to covalent bond formation of H2 with N of amine instead of hydrogen bond formation with N of
amine. Hence, at H2-site, the presence of water could promote ammonium
salt conversion of MA and increase mass growth of mixing particle, which is
not observed in the mixing particle formation without water. It is speculated water is necessary for MA to form mixing particle with Kao, whereas
it is not for MA to form cluster with SA in vapor phase (Lv et al., 2015).
Similar to that in the MA system, DMA and TMA are also merely protonated at H2-site and keep unprotonated at the other two H-sites in the KaoH2O-SA-DMA and Kao-H2O-SA-TMA systems as shown in Fig. 4C and D.
However, different from MA, water is unnecessary for DMA and TMA to
achieve ammonium salt conversion because DMAH+ and TMAH+ are
readily produced in the mixing particle formed in the absence of water as
mentioned above.
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Fig. 4. (A) Mixing particle of Kao-H2O-SA. Mixing particles containing (B) MA, (C) DMA and (D) TMA. The ﬁrst, middle and ﬁnal rows represent each amine is induced at H1,
H2 and H3-sites, respectively. All the optimized mixing structures and corresponding formation energies (ΔE, in unit of kcal/mol), based on Kao surface, are obtained by DFT
calculations. The colour codes are the same as those in Fig. 3. Bond length: Å in unit.

condition of RH = 10% − 100% and T = 298.15 K, γ decreases from
0.13 to 0.013 far below 1.0. Such range of γ indicates the concentration
of mixing particle composed of TMAH+·HSO−
4 ·H2O·Kao is only 1.3% −
13% of that composed of TMAH+·HSO−
4 ·Kao. The smaller concentration of TMAH+·HSO−
4 ·H2O·Kao can be explained by its low stability as
mentioned above. Therefore, contrary to MA and DMA cases, water

addition has little effect on the mixing particle formation from TMA
source. For mixing particle formation close to TMA source, the formation mechanism without water is the major one, and primary component is predicted to be TMAH+·HSO−
4 ·Kao.
Overall, each amine is proved to contribute to mixing particle formation
through ammonium salt conversion in wide ranges of RH and temperature
6
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Fig. 5. (A) Proposed formation schemes for mixing particles. Formation energy changes along all mixing particle formation paths (B) in the absence and (C) presence of water.
Ki represents corresponding equilibrium constants.

be new potential source to aerosols during dust storm. It is noteworthy
that ammoniums salts are supposed to be predominant components in
mixing particle formed through the supposed mechanism in this work.
Ammonium salt determines particle's hygroscopicity (Kim et al.,
2016), and further affects the CCN/IN activity of particle (Wang et al.,
2019). Therefore, the hygroscopicity growth of mixing particle and its
inﬂuence on regional climate deserves further investigations.

in the troposphere. Many megacities of China, such as Beijing, Nanjing,
Shanghai, and Guangzhou, have adequate anthropic emissions of amines
(Ge et al., 2011). Recently, SA-amine cluster was observed during NPF in
Beijing and Shanghai (Yao et al., 2018; Yin et al., 2021). Dust aerosol contributes most by mass to atmospheric particle, and an estimated emission
amount of 1000–3000 Tg yr−1 of mineral dusts are released to atmosphere
(Yu and Jang, 2018). Massive dust aerosols are transported to eastern China
from Asian inner continent (Zhou et al., 2018), and clay mineral is the
major component of these dusts. Thus, with such an abundance of clay mineral, mixing particle formation from clay mineral with SA-amine is
expected to be new potential source to aerosols during dust storm in megacities of China.
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Fig. 6. γ proﬁles for (A, B) MA, (C, D) DMA and (E, F) TMA cases with increased RH and temperatures (T), respectively.
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